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Abstract: The contemporary American rural landscape reflects a mix of ongoing economic changes
in agricultural land use, population change, and built environments. The mix depends on past and
recent change which represent landscapes of memory and silence to those experiencing economic and
demographic renaissance. We develop a typology of five stages that reflect the contemporary rural
scene and conduct field transects in Northwest Iowa and Central Maine. Features of the dynamics in
rural America are evident in photographs of residences, land use changes, and commercial structure.
The study calls for additional studies on rural settlement populations, economies, and society in
different environmental settings.
Keywords: small town landscapes; rural devolution and evolution; abandonment and renaissance
“Beyond the romance of decay stands the hard facts of economic reality” [1]
“ . . . the disappearance of rural services is a product of both overarching global social and
economic processes, and national and regional factors” [2]
“Each human settlement has a life cycle in which there is sometimes an indication of sudden
change and novelty” [3]
1. Introduction
Changes in rural America are much in evidence in small town landscapes across the U.S. Those
changes are observed in population numbers, built environments, agricultural, mining, forestry, and
fishing economies, and in the livelihoods of long-time residents. In some places the visible landscapes
reflect abandonment and dereliction, while other places are experiencing some recycling and rebirth.
A realistic perspective of rural America would reveal changes in agricultural, industrial, mining, and
fishing economies that reflect a mix of diversity, not only “what was,” but also “what is” occurring
and “what might be” the future of those living and working in rural settlements in New England, the
Middle West, and elsewhere.
How residents of rural America, and those in urban America, perceive the demographic and
economic landscapes can be obtained from the titles of recent newspaper and magazine articles (Table 1).
But the despair or gloom and doom so often the focus of these accounts is only partially true. Those
who live, work, and travel through these rural and small-town landscapes attest that the realities are
much different. There are places in the above regions and elsewhere that one might consider residents
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are living in deep despair, that is, prolonged population loss and closing of functions and institutions;
however, there are other places in rural America that are experiencing some renewal and renaissance.
Figure 1 represents one perspective on rural America today, viz., the places that are experiencing
population losses. A closer examination of this pattern would reveal some places of long and sustained
losses while for others the losses have been only in recent decades.
Table 1. Example newspaper and magazine article titles.
Title Newspaper/Magazine
Turning the Bus Around: One Town’s Story Maine Townsman: Magazine of the MaineMunicipal Association [4]
How South Dakota’s small grocers are competing with
Dollar General Argus Leader [5]
Dollar General’s aggressive expansion into small
Wisconsin towns has hurt locally owned grocery stores Milwaukee Journal Sentinel [6]
Held ‘hostage’ by Tyson: An Iowa town’s dilemma The Des Moines Register [7]
The unconscionable abandonment of rural America The Week [8]
The Graying of Rural America The Atlantic [9]
Most of America’s rural areas are doomed to decline The Conversation [10]
What America Is Losing as Its Small Towns Struggle The Atlantic [11]
Figure 1. Nonmetropolitan population change, 2010–2016. (Adapted from [12]).
The focus of this study is on the variations in small town rural America and specifically how
those changes and transitions are evident in visual landscapes. To understand the current picture in
greater detail, a typology is developed to depict the varying stages of contemporary devolution and
evolution. The typology is used to describe the landscapes in two rural areas, one in Northwest Iowa
and one in Central Maine. As the title indicates, places or areas of rural American abandonment are
considered on a continuum from places that once had a settlement of some kind and are now only a
memory of “what was,” to places having a “mix” of old and recycling land uses, to other places that
are experiencing some economic and social renaissance that is evident in the visual landscapes.
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Before presenting the typology devised and methodology used to examine changes in the study
areas, a literature review is presented which shows both the lengthy history of scholars interested in
rural demographic, economic, and social issues, and how many similar themes are being addressed by
scholars from social and policy science perspectives. Following the literature review is a discussion
about the typology developed by the authors, a typology that identifies five stages in processes related
to both devolution and evolution in rural America. Next, the transects used to collect materials are
discussed along with the present salient features in those transects, including photographs depicting
the various stages.
2. Literature Review
Scholarly contributions to changes in rural America have, and still do, come from rural geographers
and sociologists, agricultural economists, and environmental and policy scientists looking at past
and present changes in the migrations and demographic mix (youth and elderly) of rural America,
population declines, economic shifts (agricultural land uses, global corporations, sustainability),
suburban development, the impacts of interstate highways, and emerging tourism and recreation
economies. These authors depict a different rural economy and economic picture than existed a century
ago or even four or five decades ago with the result being the built structure of rural America in a mix
of decline and abandonment as well as recycling and renaissance.
Rural geographers, rural sociologists, and economists have a long tradition of studying
rural settlements, population and economic changes, economic functions and trade areas, and
housing [3,13–18]. In the geographic community, a major focus of this research was on central place
theory, a framework that included not only rural settlements and the topics mentioned above but was
behind the emerging study of cities and urban geography. A number of pioneering studies in the
1960s and 1970s looked at regularities in settlement hierarchies, trade areas, threshold populations in
historical and contemporary periods in Europe, North America, and elsewhere [19–26]. Dispersed
cities also became a focus in places experiencing economic and population declines [27,28]. Rural
sociologists were active during these years; their contributions were mostly on declines in population
and retail establishments [29–37]. These early studies by geographers and rural sociologists were better
understood in Zelinksy’s opus on long-term rural population changes in the United States [38] and
in a contemporary context placed by Hart’s scholarly work on the geographies of rural economies,
settlements, and landscapes [39].
But some geographers studied low-order rural settlements before central place theory became a
major focus of urban geographers [40–43], studies on declines in small towns in the Middle West [44–46],
and early sociology works [47,48]. Rural sociologists were active, and their contributions were mostly
on declines in population and retail establishments [29,31–36,49].
Another major focus of sustained research specifically looked at abandonment in various economic
settings. Numerous examples exist, but this discussion is focused on the diversity of topics associated
with abandonment and economic/population decline in different settings, such as cleared farmlands
and abandonment [39,46,50], the Buffalo Commons proposal for the Great Plains [51,52], studies on
mines and quarries or mining towns from California to Appalachia [53–58], lumbering towns [59,60],
declining tourism places [61], and declining villages in Kansas [62].
Along these lines, places outside the U.S. were investigated, for example, mining towns in
Wales [63], mobile pastoralism in India [64], industrial lands in Portugal [65], brownfield sites in
Europe [65–68], rural abandonment features in Spain [69], mining towns in Australia, Canada, Nigeria,
Poland, Slovenia, and South Africa [70–72], fishing villages in Korea and Scotland [73,74], declining
tourism in England and Australia [75,76], and regenerated landscapes [77].
Related to these studies were examinations of ghost town features in California, Montana, and
Oklahoma [53,78,79], and in Australia [80], China [81,82], and Zimbabwe [83].
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Another group of studies examined the closing of small towns’ social services [84] and institutions,
including hospitals, libraries, and churches [85–88]. Emergence of “rural ghettos” [89], the role small
towns play in American life [90–92], and revitalized main streets [93,94] were also studied.
Other scholars investigated changes in small town landscapes, including abandonment, within
a humanistic and historical cultural geographic context. Their work focused on agricultural
economies [95], small towns in Pennsylvania [96], frontier migration and settlement in the Dakotas [97],
derelict regions in Appalachia [1], reading small town landscapes [98–100], social injustices in
small-town Germany [101], and rural landscape changes in the Czech Republic [102].
Some of these works looked at places “bypassed” by new or improved highways adjacent to a
settlement in the U.S. [103,104] or “sidetracked” by railroads no longer serving the community [105–107],
and in the U.S.S.R. and Russia [108–111], as well as studies which specifically looked at the demise of
gas stations [112,113].
In this mix of qualitative rural research, studies that specifically focused on “how to read” a
landscape should also be considered. The early works on this “reading” concept [114,115] spawned
other research on reading landscapes in studying abandoned places and landscapes in the United
States [103,116,117], on North Dakota’s demographic changes [118,119], and the American West [120].
In short, there are many challenges facing the interpretations of rural landscapes, whether examined
through a historical or contemporary lens.
Not to be excluded from the scholarly research contributions are popular writers who also have
contributed to our knowledge about changes in rural America, especially insightful views about what
is happening in small towns, less traveled roads, and urban America [121,122]. Photography has been
considered another major component of studying these changes [118,123] as well as those who use
“repeat photography” in their research [119].
Finally, it is important to cite some studies on topics related to the current study, including those
that have focused on booming or boom and bust economics and populations [124,125]. Abandonment
and dereliction themes have been extended into urban areas [1,126–132]. How abandoned mining
camps have become tourist sites has also been discussed [57]. In a similar vein, Krzysztofik and
Kantor-Pietrage examined in detail the abandoned and derelict in a southcentral region of Poland region
where they mapped the blackfields (dumping grounds), brownfields (old mining sites), grayfields (lost
service functions), and also greenfields and new residential, service, and industrial development in
Poland [133].
Many rural areas in the United States have a well-documented pattern of slow growth or population
decline caused by both net outmigration and natural decrease [12,134–137]. The Great Recession may
have accelerated the difficulties of depopulating rural communities since recent population growth is
concentrated in a smaller number of counties [10,12,138,139]. Nearly all population growth between
2008 and 2017 took place in metropolitan counties or those immediately adjacent to them, a pattern
evident in the two study areas of Iowa and Maine [10,139]. Job growth and prosperity after the Great
Recession generally reflects a similar pattern of concentration. Compared to previous recessions, new
business growth following the Great Recession has consolidated in a smaller number of places with
larger populations while economically distressed counties have become more concentrated in rural
areas. As of 2016, not even a quarter of U.S. counties had replaced the businesses they lost in the
Great Recession, and rural areas are more volatile and downwardly mobile compared to suburban
and urban areas [10,140]. In the Economic Innovation Group’s Distressed Communities Index, the
number of “distressed” and “at risk” counties and ZIP Codes increased significantly in rural Iowa,
Maine, and other states after the Great Recession [140,141]. Vallianatos [142] invoked the Goldschmidt
Hypothesis in his reporting on the shrinking farm population, thus reviving the debate about Walter
Goldschmidt’s study of the effects on large-scale industrialized agriculture on local communities
compared to smaller family farms. Goldschmidt’s ideas have been studied since the 1940s [143], and
his later research in Iowa found that industrialized hog farming produced poorer social and economic
returns to the local communities, though this conclusion was rejected in a recent study in Canada [144].
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Regardless of the relationship between large-scale agriculture and community health, Swenson [10]
found that “Small and medium-sized urban areas—and the rural counties that are linked to them—are
left with transportation, public works, housing, and commercial bases that they struggle to maintain.”
Sometimes these marginalized places are even marginalized in a popular culture context [145]. With
the recent slowdown in U.S. population growth, persistent outmigration in rural areas is unlikely to
improve [146].
The value of the studies cited above is that they provide a framework to improve our knowledge
base about abandonment in rural areas, whether they have an agricultural, fishing, forestry, or
mining/extractive base. The current study takes these investigations to a different level, viz., to look
at visual evidence of evolution or devolution of rural settlements in a region, specifically the built
environments and land uses of those places, not an individual small town or settlement.
3. Methods
The authors developed a typology of devolution and evolution which graphically depicts the
contemporary small-town landscape scene in many rural regions of the United States. The typology
has five stages “from death to renaissance”: Stage 1–In Memory, Stage 2–End of Life, Stage 3–Treading
Water, Stage 4–Recycling, and Stage 5–Renaissance or Revival. The authors made field observations
along transects in rural regions in Iowa and Maine, photographed buildings and other sites along each
transect, and interviewed local residents to learn of changes they observed in their communities and
the histories of individual buildings they photographed. The authors then grouped the photographed
buildings and sites into the five stages and selected the photographs that best represented each stage.
These methods were used to evaluate the manifestation of population and economic changes on the
visible landscape.
Typology Developed to Describe Rural Landscape Status
While there is much merit in studying an individual rural settlement, perhaps along a highway or
railroad, or a county seat in a farming, mining, forestry, or fishing region, there are also advantages of
exploring what visible changes are evident within a larger number of nearby rural settlements and
farming communities. The geographies of abandonment are observed today in once-healthy mining
communities, logging camps, fishing villages, single-industry towns, and previous sites for church
revivals, summer youth camps, military bases, hunting grounds, and seasonal parks. The “visible”
health of individual settlements is best considered alongside others when looking at rural population
declines, shifts in agricultural ownership and land uses, and changes in economic functions (feed stores,
agricultural implement dealerships, banks, groceries, hardware stores) and institutions (churches,
schools, hospitals, post offices). Small and very small towns today are better examined alongside
what is happening around them, especially in light of the increased ease of mobility of the population
working, shopping, worshipping, and participating in community efforts. The demographic changes
also occurring in many rural areas, specifically the outmigration of many youth and immobility of
many rural elderly, are crucial demographic groups who are changing “where one travels” for a
variety of necessity and specialty goods and services. The closure of many services that once were a
mainstay of small towns and communities, including schools, post offices, churches, stores, banks,
farm implement dealerships, and others, has accompanied rural population decline.
From the authors’ experiences of having lived and studied in different parts of rural America,
a “typology of devolution and evolution” was developed which depicts much of what is occurring
in rural America (Figure 2). Five stages comprise this process “from death to renaissance,” which
graphically depicts the contemporary small-town landscape scene in many rural regions of the United
States. In the following section, the transects are described and then photographs from the two routes
are presented.
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Figure 2. Visual typology of rural devolution and evolution. Stage 1: In Memory. Empty fields,
windbreaks, open space, no structures, perhaps a sign of previous place. Stage 2: End of Life. Schools,
factories, much dereliction, decay and abandonment, nonfunctional buildings. Stage 3: Treading Water.
A mix of abandonment, hanging-on and in-balance, one church open, and others closed, recycled shops,
repair shops. Stage 4: Recycling. Reusing existing structures, new exteriors, new post office, mobile
home park, gas station/general store. Stage 5: Renaissance or Revival. Access to interstate, new farm
and nonfarm economies, new uses, new school and post office.
Stage 1: In Memory. This stage depicts a place that is no longer visible. Those familiar with the
place will remember it for what it was. Perhaps there was a grocery store, a church, a school, a bank, a
filling station or two. But no visible evidence remains today of “what was.” Today the site might be
marked by a sign that carried the name of the settlement, but more likely the site today is a plowed
field, a pasture or just an empty unused piece of land, or a vacant lot in a town. Memories of the place
remain with older generations and perhaps some younger ones who witnessed the final removal of
any settlement feature. Perhaps the only memory of a built feature is a windbreak or grove of trees or
lane or driveway leading to some feature.
Stage 2: End of Life. The visible landscape of places in this stage will be derelict buildings that
are in various stages of disrepair. Standing may be former elementary or high schools, abandoned
churches and store fronts, old grain elevators and railroad stations, and perhaps some old farmsteads
with empty silos, dairy and hog barns nearby. Also, many empty spaces exist along major and minor
streets where homes, stores, and churches once were. The surrounding rural land may exhibit either
a thriving or less-than thriving agricultural economy with distinguishing features such as old fence
rows, abandoned farm residences, machine sheds, and livestock structures.
Stage 3: Treading Water. This stage is an intermittent stage between “life and death,” where the
village, small town, and surrounding landscapes contain a mix of shops and institutions that have
closed and exhibit end-of-life land uses that exist alongside some shops that are still open, often with
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restricted hours. Communities may have closed elementary schools and a high school, several closed
churches and only one open, two closed gas stations and now only one, a closed post office and a
closed hospital, but an office for a weekly doctor’s visit. Churches are served by “circuit riding clergy”
who hold services only one or twice a month in several denominational churches in a region. Where
once a new car or farm implement dealer stood, now there may be a small used car dealer and a
generic farm repair shop. No library is open, but the community is served by a weekly or biweekly
bookmobile service. There might be some new uses of former buildings for community buildings, a
hair salon/barber shop, and exercise center. The community square is likely to have open and closed
businesses and shops side-by-side. Perhaps a community park or recreation area remains but is likely
also to be in some disrepair. Some of these communities may be “bypassed” villages, that is, off major
interstate or state highways.
Stage 4: Recycling. Small towns show evidence of “sustainability” because some buildings are
put to new uses. These include repair shops that were formerly auto dealers’ garages, churches that
are now community centers, a laundromat that was a former barber shop, a former gas station selling
snacks and pastries, an old school that is now an apartment complex for former farm residents now
retiring in towns, or a former bank building that now sells fishing supplies during fishing season. Perhaps
a park has some new playground equipment for youth. These towns may also have some features of
a “palimpsest landscape,” where the land use has changed several times within a couple of decades.
One “layer” might include fields and stands of trees that have been converted to hunting preserves and
subdivisions. Another layer might be where community hardware stores or post offices have become
barber shops, community centers, or one-of-a-kind religious denomination churches. The buildings might
have a nice “facelift” with a colorful exterior or some enticing signage describing its new use or owners.
Stage 5: Renaissance or Revival. Small towns in this stage have an active and vibrant economy, in
part feeding on the abandonment or demise of other small towns within a 15 to 30-mile radius. It will
have a community school with students coming from rural areas and other small towns nearby, three
long-standing churches and one new denomination, a regional hospital, law offices, county library, a new
and used car dealership, two groceries and a discount store, a food truck that visits the town several times
a week, a hardware store and lumber yard, a cluster of mobile homes for commuters, a former school now
housing elderly citizens, a wind and solar farm development, and a used clothing shop. Nearby may
be fox hunting clubs, a nationally recognized skiing club, a gated community for a unique cultural or
religious group with out-of-state origins, a state park commemorating some significant historical event, a
summer retreat for exclusive international elites, or a theme park or casino off a nearby major interstate
highway. Perhaps it is a county seat that is benefitting from closures of smaller settlements in the county.
These revitalized communities and leisure/retirement services are networked economically to larger places
in the urban hierarchy. Palimpsest landscape features are also evident in these places where long-time
residents can recall the rural–urban fringe today was previously a dairy farm or used for cropland and
today is a retirement center or where today there is the office of a regional hospital, a community center
for youth populations, or a thriving day care or exercise center.
The above stages are best considered as “snapshots in time.” That concept is illustrated in the final
frame of Figure 2. In a hypothetical region, the places now in Stage Two may lapse into Stage One in
ten or twenty years, and those in Stage Four may drop into Stage Three in the same time frame. Stage
Five towns will benefit from the services now provided in the economic and demographic changes
occurring in the other stages.
4. Results
4.1. Testing the Typology—Transects Observed
The two regions studied by the authors in summer 2019 are in Northwest Iowa and Central Maine;
the counties and major roads are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The researchers noted the exact locations of
settlements along major and minor roads.
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Figure 3. Map of transect across Northwest Iowa.
Figure 4. Map of transect across Central Maine.
4.1.1. The Northwest Iowa Transect
The Northwest Iowa transect, approximately 70 miles, roughly follows the Little Sioux River
through four counties: Clay, O’Brien, Cherokee, and Woodbury County (Figure 3). The route begins on
a gravel road that runs north from Royal and ends in the town of Anthon. From Royal, the route follows
county highways B40 and M12 to Iowa Highway 10, which passes through Sutherland. From there it
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goes to U.S. Highway 59 through Calumet, Larrabee, and Cherokee, and then to Iowa Highway 31,
which goes to Quimby, Correctionville, and Anthon. Cherokee, having a total population of just under
5000 in 2017, is the largest of the eight towns on the transect, and is the county seat of Cherokee County.
Royal (415), Sutherland (602), Calumet (160), Larrabee (132), Quimby (293), Correctionville (801), and
Anthon (560) had a combined population of 2963 in 2017, and all towns had significant population
decline since 2000. The author photographed 77 sites on this route and interviewed residents to learn
the history of most of the buildings in or near the towns.
Most of the transect lies in the Northwest Iowa Plains landform region while the southernmost
towns of Correctionville and Anthon are in the Loess Hills landform region [147]. Four of the eight
towns are immediately adjacent to the Little Sioux River and the other four are in relatively close
proximity. The four counties have typical Corn Belt agriculture with high-yielding corn and soybean
farms and large hog and cattle production facilities. Meat packing and processing have been important
economic activities in the four counties for more than a century. The Sioux City Stockyards became the
largest stockyards in the United States in the 1970s before its eventual closing in 2000, the result of a
post-WWII shift from rail transportation to interstate trucking and other changes in the industry. The
Sioux City Metropolitan Statistical Area still has several meat plants, and both Spencer and Cherokee
have had intermittent meat packing, refrigeration, and processing plants for decades. Spencer’s facility
has changed owners but is still operating as a refrigerated meat warehouse and processing plant that
employs about 100 people. Cherokee’s plant has experienced several changes in ownership and has
closed two times since 2014, leaving about 400 people unemployed after the first closure. While Sioux
City lost an iconic regional symbol when its stockyard closed, the recent closure of the meat plant in
Cherokee probably had a greater economic ripple effect through the local economy [148–150].
If the vacant meat plant in Cherokee signals a town with significant challenges for communities
in rural Iowa, then abandoned buildings in the other seven towns on the transect reveal even greater
challenges because of their much smaller populations. Many rural counties in Iowa and other Midwest
and Great Plains states continue to lose population, thus making it increasingly difficult to support
local businesses, schools, and library services [138,151–153]. Of the four counties in the study area,
Woodbury County gained a meager 0.4 percent in population between 2010 and 2018, and the three
others lost between 3.2 and 6.2 percent of their populations [139]. Research shows that the Great
Recession compounded these problems [152,154,155]. Despite the population losses, this study of
buildings in the area shows some surprising signs of sustainability even in places experiencing the loss
of some businesses and services.
Most of the buildings and other structures in this transect were in the Recycling (34, 47%) or End
of Life (29, 40%) stage, which is a sign of distressed places. Of these, most were in the downtowns
of the small towns of Calumet, Quimby, Correctionville, and Anthon, thus the small towns are
overrepresented in comparison to the largest town of Cherokee, which has many open businesses and
fewer abandoned or recycled buildings that were not included in this study. The smallest number of
observed locations were in the In Memory (2, 3%) stage, though more surely exist. Treading Water
(4, 5%) and Renaissance or Revival (4, 5%) had the same small number of locations.
4.1.2. The Central Maine Transect
The entire Maine area is about two hours north of the state’s largest city, Portland (population
67,000). Significant service centers within one hour are Farmington (population 7700) to the west,
Skowhegan (population 8200), Waterville (population 16,000), and Augusta (population 18,000) all to
the south, and Bangor (population 32,000) to the east. Interstate 95 sweeps parallel to the route, 10 to
30 miles to the south.
Central Maine and New England is a region with a long settlement history. Europeans arrived
in the study area in the late 1700s and the built environment contains relics from each population
that has occupied the land since then [156,157]. The selected 71.7 mile (115.7 km) transect follows
State Route 43 from the Farmington/Industry town line in Franklin County across Somerset County to
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the Exeter/Corinth town line in Penobscot County (Figure 4). Traveling west to east, the researchers
observed 231 sites of rural abandonment representing each stage of the typology devised. The transect
passes through an economically distressed region of long economic decline that has produced a
countryside littered with visual elements of abandonment. They include a wide variety of built features
(homes, farms, mills and factories, stores, fairgrounds, schools, churches, government buildings) and
transportation features. Observations revealed many changes in this area. The numbers recorded
in each of the five typology stages in this traverse were Memory (15, 6.5%), End of Life (70, 30%),
Treading Water (68, 29.5%), Recycling (37, 16%), and Renaissance (41, 18%).
The west end starts in the steep slopes and rocky soils of the western mountain foothills, while the
eastern terminus is in a relatively level, somewhat stone free, deep soiled area. Rivers and streams with
large and small cropland intervals and waterpower sites for mills cross the route. Most land is forested.
Settlement consists of small mill villages/hamlets, farms, rural year-round and seasonal homes, and
associated service/commercial buildings. This area is removed from the “Money Coast,” “Ski Resorts,”
and the “Big North Woods” that shape the state’s image and draw tourist dollars. Hard times have
been part of the economy and culture for much of its memory. Agriculture, wood harvesting, and mills
have all suffered job loss. Service function employment opportunities have moved to larger places as
roads and cars improved. The 10 towns along the transect had a combined population of 18,345 in
2010 [158]. A former paper mill town, Madison, was the largest of these towns with 4855 residents.
The other nine towns have an average population of 1499 ranging from 640 to 2511. From 1880 to
1970, little change occurred as the smaller communities declined and Madison grew. Since 1970, the
towns have increased by 40%, in part because better automobiles and roads allow people to live greater
distances from their employment. Commuting ranges have been extended and employees now travel
to the area from Farmington to the west, Waterville/Skowhegan to the south, and Bangor to the east.
Retirement homes are also popular in many locations.
4.2. Findings Regarding the Northwest Iowa Transect
In Memory: The former unincorporated settlement of Discord (Figure 5) is the best representation
of complete abandonment. Discord had a post office from 1870 to 1884 and is now marked only by a
sign [159]. The other In Memory location is the vacant lot in downtown Correctionville where there
was once a dime store adjacent to a longstanding locally owned grocery. The grocery store burned in
2009 and the dime store building was later razed, leaving the town without a grocery, which led to an
enterprising community effort to build a new one down the street. This community effort to build a
new grocery was a link in the chain of events that eventually produced the building for the end-of-life
selection that follows, and highlights both the importance of the local grocery and the difficulty of
sustaining one in small towns [160–163].
End of Life: Structures in this stage made up the second largest share, some reaching the end
recently, others long ago. The Mercantile in Correctionville (Figure 6) represents the struggle of locally
owned grocery stores in all towns on the transect except Cherokee. The Mercantile is a continuation of
the story of the burned grocery next to the dime store. It opened in 2012 after residents donated nearly
100,000 USD, and dozens of people volunteered their labor to construct a new building in the location of
a building that collapsed in 2010. This building that collapsed was constructed in 1892 as the Columbia
Opera House and remained so for decades. It was then a grocery store in the 1960s and 1970s and
most recently was the home of a local couple when it fell down [160–163]. Many small communities
across the U.S. have turned to community-led efforts like Correctionville’s, public funding, and even
city-owned grocery stores to avoid becoming food deserts [164–168]. But Correctionville’s new grocery
store did not last long, closing after six years. A Dollar General opened in 2016 and contributed to
the closure of The Mercantile. Dollar General has about 15,000 stores nationwide and publicizes itself
as “America’s neighborhood general store,” but numerous reports tell the story of Dollar General
and other dollar store chains driving local groceries out of business [161,167,169–173]. Correctionville
remains without a grocery, but the one that burned in 2009 has been rebuilt and recycled as a coffee
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shop [170]. Anthon’s grocery closed in 2011 and reopened under new ownership, only to close again,
even without competition from Dollar General, and has been vacant for years since [174,175].
Figure 5. From transect across Northwest Iowa: Stage 1–In Memory. Abandoned settlement of Discord, Iowa.
Figure 6. From transect across Northwest Iowa: Stage 2–End of Life. The Mercantile in Correctionville, Iowa.
Treading Water: The meat processing plant in Cherokee (Figure 7) highlights the ups and downs
of a major and often controversial employer in Cherokee and other towns and cities where meat
packers have located their plants. Wilson Foods opened a beef and pork slaughterhouse in 1965, but
the business has been through ownership changes and closures just like many other packing plants in
the U.S. Tyson bought the facility in 2001 and processed beef for deli meats but no longer slaughtered
the animals there. Tyson closed the aging facility in 2014 and laid off about 450 employees, sending
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a shockwave through the local economy, and then the company refused to give up its lease on the
plant to prevent a competing company from purchasing it [176–181]. After years of vacancy, Tyson
gave up its lease and a company named the Iowa Food Group bought the plant and reopened it in
2019 to process meat. This was short-lived, however, as the company lost an investor and had to close
after only a few months of operation [173–177]. Yet this is not the end of the plant’s life, at least for
now, because Lopez Foods of Oklahoma purchased the facility and plans to begin its operations in
2020 [149]. Another Treading Water building was the MercyOne Anthon Family Medicine health clinic
in Anthon, which has been a doctor’s office since it was built. Instead of local ownership by local
medical doctors, however, this clinic is now but one in a sprawling network of not-for-profit healthcare
facilities located in many states and owned by parent companies in Livonia, Michigan, and Englewood,
Colorado [182,183]. Like the meat processing plant in Cherokee, the medical clinic’s survival depends
on outside ownership and capital. Just as Cherokee is now counting on relying on a company from
Oklahoma to keep its plant open, Anthon relies on MercyOne to keep its clinic open.
Figure 7. From transect across Northwest Iowa: Stage 3–Treading Water. Meat processing plant
in Cherokee.
Recycling: One of the most common buildings in this category was the closed school. Shrinking
populations and school consolidations have shuttered original school buildings. In this transect, some
are vacant and some are used as community centers, but Sutherland’s two former school buildings
stood out (Figure 8). Following the closure of one of the school buildings in 1993, community leaders
worked hard to turn the building into a multipurpose community center unlike any other on the
transect. They began by forming the Sutherland Recreation Corporation (SRC) and built an indoor pool
and fitness center. They named the new facility the Willoway Complex, which a local resident coined
from “Where there’s a will, there’s a way.” They opened 17 apartments for senior citizens and added
a library, salon, commons room, and two apartments for short-term rental [184]. The other school
building in Sutherland was also recycled, but in a very different way. During a strike at a meat packing
plant in 1978, one striking worker took up stained glass art and turned it into a successful business.
After working in several other locations, he purchased Sutherland’s closed middle school in 2004 to
use as his family’s home and glass art studio [185]. These and 32 other observed buildings have been
repurposed, and many will likely be repurposed again as businesses close and new businesses open.
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Figure 8. From transect across Northwest Iowa: Stage 4–Recycling. Willoway in Sutherland.
Renaissance or Revival: Even the recycled building successes such as Willoway in Sutherland do
not fit the description of a renaissance or revival because long-term sustainability is uncertain as long as
population continues to decline. The new Dollar General in Correctionville does not fit either because
even though it is new, has financial capital, and does provide communities with necessary goods, it
is also responsible for further deteriorating the local businesses. Though not without controversy
and opposition in the local communities, the wind turbines north of Royal (Figure 9) and along Iowa
Highway 10 represent Renaissance or Revival because they are relatively new, are a source of income
for farmers, and provide tax revenue to the local communities [186,187].
Figure 9. From transect across Northwest Iowa. Stage 5–Renaissance or Revival. Wind turbines and an
abandoned corn crib north of Royal.
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4.3. Findings Regarding the Central Maine Traverse
In Memory: Taylor/Sinclair/Gilbert auto repair shop in Industry (Allen’s Mills Village) operated
for decades under several ownerships (Figure 10). The business closed with the retirement of Mr.
Gilbert in the 1990s. The building was taken down and the land is now part of a small subdivision.
Even though the location is near a popular lake and close to Farmington, it has not sold many lots. The
real estate boom and bust cycle make land speculation a gamble that results in some long vacant spaces.
Figure 10. From transect across Central Maine: Stage 1–In Memory. Location of former auto repair
shop that stood where the subdivision sign is in Industry, Maine. (Photo courtesy of Betty Austin).
End of Life: Boston’s filling station and store (Figure 11) in Athens operated into the 1950s and
the building has been in decline since. The place was a favored hangout for both young and old and
may have sold more candy than gas.
Treading water: Tasman’s Tannery (Figure 12) in Hartland is an example of industries that
developed at small waterpower sites and transitioned to modern technology [179]. The business has
struggled with changing markets and environmental issues [188,189]. The researcher discussed the
situation with Elmer Littlefield, past Vice President of the Hartland Historical Society and current
member of the town budget committee. Under different owners, the plant has been in bankruptcy
three or four times during the past few decades. Fifty years ago, it employed 500–600 people. Today
its workforce is about 150. Many of the company’s surplus buildings were removed during the past
four years. A current planning problem for Hartland’s municipal government is the sizing of the
wastewater treatment plant. It was built to meet the volume associated with what the tannery produces
in addition to other community needs. If the tannery closes, low volume will not allow the processing
system to function properly. Town leaders are considering ways to rebuild the plant for a smaller
flow if the future warrants. Planning for shrinkage is one of the challenges facing small population
clusters that are expected to lose businesses and people. Many of these communities have neglected
to make the changes needed to accommodate their shrinking population. They are easy to spot in
rural America.
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Figure 11. From transect across Central Maine: Stage 2–End of Life. Boston’s filling station, Athens,
Maine. (Photo courtesy of Betty Austin).
Figure 12. From transect across Central Maine: Stage 3–Treading Water. Route 43 passing through the
Tasman tannery complex in Hartland, Maine. (Photo courtesy of Betty Austin).
Recycling: The recycling category features building uses that are common to the region but new
to the site. Economy Guns, Economy Archery, Economy Trophy (Figure 13) provides an example of
a space that has been transitioned to a different purpose as needs and opportunities have changed
over time. The establishment occupies a prime location in Madison’s business district. Until 2015, the
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business was simply Economy Trophy and operated out of a small shop. A nearby larger building
had a long history as a troubled bar and was forced to close. This was Madison’s last public drinking
establishment. Mill towns such as Madison have their share of nightlife when employment is high. As
jobs go away, so does the after-dark social scene. Soon the trophy business moved into the bar building
and added new products and service lines. This is a full-service gun range and appears to be a popular
stop for shooters. Local recreational gun users fire away along with tourists, many from outside the
United States. Individuals from places with restrictive firearm regulations get special joy. The owner,
Robert Hagopian, notes that most Maine towns of any size have a gun shop and he takes pride in his.
The Economy range is one of few in the state located in a downtown and draws much of its activity
during the cold season.
Figure 13. From transect across Central Maine: Stage 4–Recycling. Former bar now gun shop and
shooting range in downtown Madison, Maine. (Photo courtesy of Betty Austin).
Renaissance: Businesses and land uses observed in this category represent new and innovative
products and services to the study area and have long-term growth potential. Changes in government
regulations and product development are significant forces that drive the process. This trend, along
with basic success and business expansion, encourages optimism and results in a renaissance at some
level. Wicked Lettuce (Figure 14) is a marijuana shop that occupies the tallest building in Madison’s
business district. Past uses of the property include hardware store and flower/clothing enterprise.
The top floors house apartments. The current owners purchased the building two years ago and
sell clothing, medical marijuana, and products related to use of the cannabis plant. Recent changes
in Maine’s regulation of cannabis and its various products have created new opportunities for the
business world. What had been a crime a few years back is now legal. Nearby Starks is Maine’s
epicenter of the decades long struggle to legalize the “Happy Smoke.” The battle has left stress scars on
the local population as the industry’s structure continues to evolve [190]. Stores selling marijuana and
associated items have appeared along local roads and in towns. This new set of goods and services has
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generated many different projections about their future. Will consumers buy large amounts and keep
profit margins healthy or will demand lag behind supply, driving down return on investment? The
family that owns Wicked Lettuce has made significant improvements to the property. A summer 2019
paint job to the old place has transformed it from a weathered eyesore that dominated downtown into
a nice-looking structure, improving the appearance of the whole town [190]. A place that looks good is
more inclined to generate a renaissance attitude.
Figure 14. From transect across Central Maine: Stage 5–Renaissance. Marijuana shop in Madison,
Maine, getting a facelift (September 2019). (Photo courtesy of Betty Austin).
5. Discussion
The observations from the transects across Northwest Iowa and Central Maine make three points
very clear. First, villages and towns in rural America exhibit a wide degree of diversity from total
or nearly complete abandonment to some degree of renaissance or revival. Where a town fits in the
typology developed and tested depends on several related factors. Proximity to a major highway is
likely to spur some degree of newness or recycling. The same holds true if the place is near a major
metropolitan area where residents can commute to nearby suburban places for employment or for
shopping and entertainment. Second, the abandonment features in small towns and villages are far
from uniform with some places in an end-of-life stage or close to it. The numbers and densities of
abandoned stores, residents, schools, and other features reflect some lengthy outmigration of residents
and families, perhaps to a larger nearby place where vital services, including health care, discount
stores, and personal services are more readily available. More studies are needed that focus on the
demographic groups living in these rural settlements, not only the elderly and long-time residents,
but also newcomers and the possible neglect or disengagement of children, teenagers, and young
adults [191]. The third noted feature is at the other end of the typology; it is marked by recycled
buildings and land uses and a renaissance of goods and services for a small but thriving population.
New and colorful building facades attest to an atmosphere where revival, restoration, and renaissance
are observed. These upbeat built environments are likely to be the result of a variety of groups actively
engaged in bettering the life and atmosphere of the residents. Closer inquiries into the renaissance
atmosphere are likely to reveal cooperation of residents, professionals, businesses, churches, and others
seeking ways to provide a meaningful and engaging life for long-time and new residents. Many of
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these small settlement nodes are county seats which attract former residents in rural areas and smaller
rural settlements nearby.
The typology is a useful model to understand the temporal and spatial dynamics in rural and
small-town America. Its key feature is that it examines settlements along a major road rather than
a single settlement. It would be useful to test the typology in different rural environments along
or distant from major national and state highways. These might be old and new farm economies,
seasonal leisure/tourist economies, mining communities, or forest industry regions. Specific locations
might be agricultural and mining communities in Appalachia, Mountain West, fishing villages in
Maine, coastal economies in the Florida Panhandle, and the Carolinas, and seasonal tourist havens in
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula and Northern Wisconsin. The methodology also merits testing in rural
settlement regions that are only recently experiencing population decline. Analyses of the evolution
and devolution patterns may exhibit some differences from what is proposed and was detected in this
article, or they may be more alike.
6. Conclusions
Reading the contemporary American rural landscape is a complex task, where both abandonment
and despair exist, often side-by-side. Observing and visualizing the old, the new, and the renewal are
research inquiries that would and should appeal to those in other social and policy sciences, as well as
the humanities where place meaning and regional identity/attachment are considered productive lines
of further inquiry for those reading the contemporary and the historical. Further in-depth inquiries
may reveal that more is at stake than meets the eye. Perhaps what was observed in the current study
represents some new hybrid forms of rural settlement that reflect changes in the aging, family, and
income structure of a changing America. Perhaps the concept of community itself is being redefined
where proximity was the standard feature of residents in a place, but that is being replaced by networks
for employment, shopping, friendships, leisure, and worship. Still unknown is the extent to which the
internet and social media is changing individual and group identities and relations with others. What
is certain is that place, residence, identity, and institutional belonging (nor not belonging) are altering
the structures and organization of small towns and villages and those within them or near them.
Fluidity, mobility, shrinking time/space technologies, and expanded regional and global networks are
the hallmarks of what is shaping much of contemporary rural and urban America. Those features are
evident to individuals who have lived in small rural towns and places their entire lives, or are seeking
refuge from the hustle and bustle of large cities by retreating to places that may be treading water or
experiencing some rebirth. These changes in the economic and social structure of rural communities
are acknowledged by Cloke [192], who addresses the need to explore “morality and otherness” and
ensure that research findings are available to communities. Liepins [193,194] also notes the dynamics
occurring in settlements that are experiencing declines and isolation and whose residents seek a secure
place in a globalized world. These dynamic physical, economic, and cognitive worlds include a wider
group of scholarly communities that study rural topics. They include professionals who study food
production, conservation and preservation, environmental security, tourism and recreation, politics
and governance, faith communities, and print and visual media [195]. Woods [2] (page 299) sums up
the emergence of new research directions and intersection of scholarly communities well:
“There are many different countrysides. They are distinguished by different landscapes and
natural environment, by different histories, settlement patterns and densities of population
by relative isolation or proximity to metropolitan areas, by different economic activities, types
of farming, industrial development and experiences of economic change and by different
patterns of migration and population composition. Even within a single rural territory,
people will have very different ideas about what is means to be rural.”
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We envision the above quote as an insightful way to explore the temporary and spatial dynamics of a
developing and an evolving rural landscape. The need to study these topics is well stated by Hart [39]
(page 382), who in a closing statement wrote:
“The structures that people have added to the rural landscape reflect the needs and values
of those who are its creators, its inhabitants and its custodians, and we must learn to see it
through their eyes to understand and appreciate it fully.”
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